Reconstruction of plant microstructure using distance weighted tessellation algorithm optimized by virtual segmentation.
The accurate reconstruction model of plant microstructure is important for obtaining the mechanical properties of plant tissues. In this paper, a virtual segmentation technique is proposed to optimize Delaunay triangulation. Based on the optimized Delaunay triangulation, an Optimized Distance Weighted Tessellation (ODWT) algorithm is developed. Two different structures, namely carrot and retting maize vascular bundles, were reconstructed via the ODWT algorithm. The accuracy of ODWT is evaluated statistically by comparing with Centroid-based Voronoi Tessellation (CVT) and Area Weighted Tessellation (AWT). The results show that ODWT has distinct advantages over CVT and AWT. It is worth mentioning that ODWT has better performance than CVT when there exists large diversity in adjacent cell area. It is found that CVT and AWT fail to reconstruct cells with elongated and concave shapes, while ODWT shows excellent feasibility and reliability. Furthermore, ODWT is capable of establishing finite tissue boundary, which CVT and AWT have failed to realize. The purpose of this work is to develop an algorithm with higher accuracy to implement the preprocessing for further numerical study of plants properties. The comparison results of the simulated values of the longitudinal tensile modulus with the experimental value show that ODWT algorithm can improve the prediction accuracy of multi-scale models on mechanical properties.